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“The strength of the CDH team 
definitely lies in their sound 
knowledge and understanding 
of the law,” with praise for the 
team’s “strategic approach.”

CHAMBERS GLOBAL 2022

OVERVIEW
The African economy is ever-changing, 
and the need to adapt in response is 
essential to any thriving company.

However, often businesses fall victim to the 
harsh financial reality that not all companies 
can thrive in our economy.

Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr’s (CDH) highly 
skilled and experienced Business Rescue, 
Restructuring & Insolvency team in both 
South Africa and Kenya is able to meet 
the needs of our clients regardless of the 
economy and the many challenges it brings.

WE PRIORITISE EFFECIENCY
We manage, apply and share our 
considerable knowledge assets for the 
benefit of our clients through continuous 
skills training.

We keep clients informed on regulation 
developments through seminars and our regular 
article alerts.

Our dedicated professional support lawyer 
assists the practice in leveraging our intellectual 
capital, channelling our professional expertise 
into thought leadership articles and ensuring 
that our practice remains constantly updated 
with new developments in the law.



“Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr is able to provide timely, 
commercial advice, guidance and support.”

“The lawyers’ commercial acumen and 
understanding of the business landscape ensures 
that they are able to provide commercially 
viable legal solutions that align with their clients’ 
objectives.”

“The team at Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr has the ability 
to understand complex commercial issues.”

CHAMBERS GLOBAL 2024

The team were extremely responsive and 
commercially minded. Their strengths include 
effective teamwork and mindfulness of costs. 
They worked under very tight timelines and never 
once let me down. 

CHAMBERS GLOBAL 2023 

Clients endorse the group’s “highly skilled and 
impressive attorneys,” additionally noting the 
team’s “diversity of skills.”

CHAMBERS GLOBAL 2023



Our focus is on guiding our 
clients to make the right 
decisions at the right time
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OUR SERVICES
Our service is comprehensive 

and tailored to all aspects 
of business rescue, 

restructuring & insolvency.

Managing financial 
corporate overexposure 
and debt restructuring

Obtaining adequate and 
enforceable security

Liquidation 
proceedings  
and sequestration

Compromises

Business 
rescue

The administration 
of insolvent estates

Cross-border 
insolvency

Recovery 
action

Impeachable 
transactions

Directors’ 
personal liability

Forensic 
investigations

Preservation 
orders

Insolvency 
inquiries

Creditors’ meetings 
and proof of claims

Training seminars on 
business rescue proceedings 

introduced by the new 
Companies Act

Perfection of 
notarial bonds



We can help you 
proactively manage the 
process and decrease 
the legal risk and 
financial exposure

BUSINESS RESCUE 
Business rescue has become the most 
sought-after tool for rescuing a company.

However, abuse of the proceedings is also 
rising, as debtors often want to exploit the 
benefits of business rescue and avoid the 
inevitable consequences of liquidation.

CDH’s dedicated Business Rescue, 
Restructuring & Insolvency team is fully 
equipped to assist in any business rescue 
dilemma. We work closely with all relevant 
stakeholders to ensure that the distressed 
company is either restructured, placed into 
business rescue or liquidated, depending on 
the best possible commercial outcome.

The team provides strategy advice to 
boards of directors where the company 
is financially distressed, to ensure that the 
directors do not fall foul of their obligations 
in terms of the Company’s Act.

INSOLVENCY
When insolvency is the only solution, our 
lawyers have a track record of providing 
forthright advice to achieve the best 
outcome. Whether you are a creditor, 
lender, company, director or business 
owner, our team can assist you in the least 
cumbersome way possible.

Our clients turn to us in the preliminary 
stages of insolvency to represent and 
assist them through the process, whether 
it is instituting liquidation or sequestration 
proceedings, or conducting forensic 
investigation and convening enquiries.
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Our Business Rescue, Restructuring & Insolvency team is externally praised for its depth of resources, capabilities and experience.

Chambers Global 2018–2023 ranked us in Band 2 for restructuring/insolvency. 

The way we support and interact with our clients attracts significant external recognition.

Sammy Ndolo is the Kenya Managing Partner. Chambers Global 2021–2023 ranked Sammy in Band 4 for corporate/M&A. 

Chambers Global 2023 ranked him in Band 4 for banking & finance. The Legal 500 EMEA 2022–2023 recommended him for 

banking, finance & capital markets The Legal 500 EMEA 2023 also recommended Sammy for corporate, commercial/M&A. 

IFLR1000 2021–2022 ranked Sammy as a notable practitioner.

The Legal 500 EMEA 2018, 2020–2023 recommended Timothy Baker for construction. 

The Legal 500 EMEA 2022–2023 recommended Mongezi Mpahlwa for dispute resolution.

The Legal 500 EMEA 2022 recommended Desmond Odhiambo for dispute resolution.

Chambers Global 2023 ranked Lucinde Rhoodie in band 4 for dispute resolution. The Legal 500 EMEA 2021–2023 recommended her 

for dispute resolution.
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MARKET RECOGNITION

BAND 2

Restructuring/ 
Insolvency

BAND 2

Dispute Resolution

TIER 1
Dispute Resolution

2023

2022  1st by M&A Listed Deal Flow.

2022   3rd by M&A Listed Deal Value,  
  M&A Unlisted Deal Value,  
  M&A Unlisted Deal Flow  
  and General Corporate  
  Finance Deal Value.

2022
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OUR TEAM
For more information about our Business Rescue, Restructuring & Insolvency sector and services in South Africa and Kenya, please contact:

Sammy Ndolo
Managing Partner | Kenya
T +254 731 086 649
 +254 204 409 918
 +254 710 560 114 
E sammy.ndolo@cdhlegal.com

Timothy Baker
Director:
Dispute Resolution
T +27 (0)21 481 6308
E timothy.baker@cdhlegal.com

Richard Marcus
Director:
Dispute Resolution
T +27 (0)21 481 6396 
E richard.marcus@cdhlegal.com

Vincent Manko
Director:
Dispute Resolution
T +27 (0)11 562 1660
E vincent.manko@cdhlegal.com

Mongezi Mpahlwa 
Director:
Dispute Resolution
T +27 (0)11 562 1476
E mongezi.mpahlwa@cdhlegal.com

Desmond Odhiambo
Partner | Kenya
T +254 731 086 649
 +254 204 409 918
 +254 710 560 114
E desmond.odhiambo@cdhlegal.com

Lucinde Rhoodie
Director:
Dispute Resolution
T +27 (0)21 405 6080
E lucinde.rhoodie@cdhlegal.com

Belinda Scriba
Director:
Dispute Resolution
T +27 (0)21 405 6139
E belinda.scriba@cdhlegal.com

Nomlayo Mabhena-Mlilo
Senior Associate:
Dispute Resolution
T +27 (0)11 562 1743
E nomlayo.mabhena@cdhlegal.com

Christine Mugenyu
Senior Associate | Kenya
T +254 731 086 649
 +254 204 409 918
 +254 710 560 114
E christine.mugenyu@cdhlegal.com

Muwanwa Ramanyimi 
Senior Associate:
Dispute Resolution
T +27 (0)21 405 6093
E muwanwa.ramanyimi@cdhlegal.com

Katekani Mashamba
Associate:
Dispute Resolution
T +27 (0)11 562 1392
E katekani@mashamba@cdhlegal.com

Claudia Moser 
Associate:
Dispute Resolution
T +27 (0)21 481 6336
E claudia.moser@cdhlegal.com
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BBBEE STATUS: LEVEL ONE CONTRIBUTOR

Our BBBEE verification is one of several components of our transformation strategy and we continue to seek 

ways of improving it in a meaningful manner.

PLEASE NOTE
This information is published for general information purposes and is not intended to constitute legal advice. 

Specialist legal advice should always be sought in relation to any particular situation. Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr 

will accept no responsibility for any actions taken or not taken on the basis of this publication. 

JOHANNESBURG
1 Protea Place, Sandton, Johannesburg, 2196. Private Bag X40, Benmore, 2010, South Africa.  

Dx 154 Randburg and Dx 42 Johannesburg.

T +27 (0)11 562 1000 F +27 (0)11 562 1111  E  jhb@cdhlegal.com

CAPE TOWN
11 Buitengracht Street, Cape Town, 8001. PO Box 695, Cape Town, 8000, South Africa. Dx 5 Cape Town.

T +27 (0)21 481 6300 F +27 (0)21 481 6388  E ctn@cdhlegal.com

NAIROBI
Merchant Square, 3rd floor, Block D, Riverside Drive, Nairobi, Kenya. P.O. Box 22602-00505, Nairobi, Kenya.

T +254 731 086 649 | +254 204 409 918 | +254 710 560 114

E cdhkenya@cdhlegal.com

STELLENBOSCH
14 Louw Street, Stellenbosch Central, Stellenbosch, 7600.

T +27 (0)21 481 6400 E cdhstellenbosch@cdhlegal.com
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https://www.linkedin.com/company/cliffe-dekker-hofmeyr-inc/
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